Introduction

Health is one of the most fundamental aspects of human existence, yet access to the tools required for healthy living are unevenly distributed throughout the world. Closely linked to a variety of social, environmental, economic, and political factors, health has become a priority on the global agenda as international actors have begun to recognize its importance in a functioning and vibrant constituency. For United Nations deliberations, public health raises difficult issues of priorities (which initiatives and regions to stress) dependency and sovereignty of recipient countries (the need for aid versus the desire to maintain authority), and the funding commitments and influence of donors (especially the need to show accountability for spending and results).

Current Status and Initiatives

The field of global health encompasses not only those issues directly related to individual well-being, but also environmental and social factors. Morbidity and mortality in a population result from numerous interrelated factors, yet significant discrepancies exist between developed and developing regions. In the developed world, for example, the greatest causes of death are non-communicable diseases, such as heart and respiratory diseases, while developing countries attribute the majority of mortalities to communicable diseases, such as HIV/AIDS and diarrheal diseases. Global health addresses all aspects of life which contribute to mortality – economic stature, clean water, access to health facilities and trained personnel, education, and vaccinations are just a few.

In 2000, international actors solidified their commitment to improving health through the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). Spearheaded by the United Nations, the MDGs offer measurable targets designed to eradicate extreme poverty, hunger, and disease by 2015. The eight goals are:

GOAL 1: Eradicate Extreme Hunger and Poverty

- Reduce by half the proportion of people whose income is less than $1 a day
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Achieve full and productive employment and decent work for all, including women and young people
Reduce by half the proportion of people who suffer from hunger

GOAL 2: Achieve Universal Primary Education
Ensuring that all boys and girls complete a full course of primary schooling

GOAL 3: Promote Gender Equality and Empower Women
Eliminate gender disparity in primary and secondary education preferably by 2005, and in all levels of education no later than 2015.

GOAL 4: Reduce Child Mortality
Reduce by two thirds the mortality of children under five

GOAL 5: Improve Maternal Health
Reduce maternal mortality by three quarters
Achieve universal access to reproductive health

GOAL 6: Combat HIV/AIDS, Malaria and other diseases
Halt and reverse the spread of HIV/AIDS
Achieve, by 2010, universal access to treatment for HIV/AIDS for all those who need it
Halt and reverse the incidence of malaria and other major diseases
The MDGs are the single most important issue on the global health agenda today. Last month, the United Nations and world leaders reaffirmed their commitment to accomplishing the goals at a summit which coincided with a High-Level Plenary Meeting of the UN General Assembly. Summit participants adopted a revised global action plan and committed more funding in order to accomplish the goals by 2015. Both public and private entities participated in the summit, demonstrating universal interest in global health.  
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Such initiatives have elevated the profile of global health on the international agenda. Public, private, and hybrid entities have rallied to combat the global burden of disease, recognizing that healthy populations offer residual benefits though expanded markets and productive workforces. While the UN has taken the lead in developing the agenda, it has galvanized states and private actors to do the actual implementation.

Even as state funding has suffered under the global economic crisis, governments continue to fund health and development initiatives. Under the terms of the Monterey commitment, the 28 member countries of the European Union will donate a collective average to 0.56% of GDP, amounting to 20 bn Euros ($27 bn) in 2010. The United States recently allocated $63 billion over the next five years for its Global Health Initiative, which provides funding to numerous entities, such as the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria, USAID, and PEPFAR. European Union and developed states also deploy resources to developing countries; China and Cuba in particular are notable for their international interests in international health and development.

States, then, remain the primary actors in funding the global health agenda, yet non-governmental organizations, both policy- and field-based, are critical to its execution. As mentioned, UN organizations like UNICEF and UNDP, along with partners such as the WHO and World Bank harness state funding to further the MDGs. Non-governmental organizations and private voluntary organizations (NGOs and PVOs), such as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, CARE, and Save the Children, utilize mostly private donations to combine advocacy, scholarship, and field work in global health. They operate outside of the policies dictated by states, typically priding themselves on better meeting recipient country needs by working within the local culture to improve health.

The Debate

The central debate over global health, thus, is not whether to improve health or implement MDGs, but how to do so and who should do it. Inseparable from the debate over development, global health policies of states are often determined according to the dominant state policies on security, politics, and the economy. More developed states like those in the West tend to implement their development agenda in the name of altruism, yet the agenda remains supported
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by domestic policies and the will of constituents. The United States, for example, is a significant supporter of agricultural development in Africa (re AGOA), yet it refuses to develop agricultural markets abroad to the extent that they will compete with domestic producers. From a cultural perspective, developed states sometimes approach aid with the value that because the donor state successfully achieved development, it should be able to replicate development elsewhere using a similar model.

Large developing states, such as China and India, however, tend to view development more opportunistically, promoting health and development funding as an investment. China in particular is notable for its significant infrastructure and development projects throughout Africa. In return, it develops goodwill and a future market for the goods it produces. At the same time, Chinese investments in oil- and mineral-rich Africa generate resources for its own growing population.

Those with the greatest stake in the development debate, recipient countries, typically have the least involvement in what initiatives are implemented in their own countries. Resulting from cultural values of accountability and responsibility, donor governments and organizations often impose guidelines to oversee project implementation, creating tension between recipients who may disagree with the guidelines and funders. The debate over development, then, is ultimately a debate over sovereignty, as recipient states struggle to maintain autonomy even when accepting the assistance of more developed states. Emerging from such conversations is the inherent integration of health in the economic, social, political, and environmental profiles of states. Issues of global health, ultimately, are but one integral factor of the overall international agenda.
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